Introduction
============

With the introduction of antiretroviral therapy (ART), the life expectancy of HIV-infected individuals has dramatically improved \[[@R1]--[@R3]\]. As HIV-infected individuals live longer, their risk of developing non-AIDS-defining cancers (NADCs) increases. Currently, lung cancer is the most common NADC and the leading cause of NADC mortality among HIV-infected individuals \[[@R4],[@R5]\]. HIV-infected individuals are at an elevated risk of developing lung cancer because of a combination of higher smoking prevalence and an independent risk associated with HIV infection \[[@R4],[@R6]--[@R15]\]. HIV-infected persons also develop lung cancer at a younger age than uninfected persons \[[@R14],[@R15]\]. Most lung cancers are clinically diagnosed at an advanced stage and have 5-year survival rates less than 15% \[[@R16]\]. Therefore, an effective means of reducing the number of lung cancer deaths among the HIV-infected population is urgently needed.

The National Lung Screening Trial (NLST) demonstrated that screening with low-dose chest computed tomography (LDCT) led to a 20.0% reduction in lung cancer mortality \[[@R17]\]. Largely based on the results of NLST, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) initiated coverage of lung cancer screening in high-risk current and former smokers (age 55--77, 30 pack-years of smoking, current smoker or quit within 15 years) \[[@R18]\]. Similarly, multiple national organizations, such as the United States Preventive Service Task Force (USPSTF) and the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN), also recommended lung cancer screening for certain populations \[[@R19]\]. Although current guidelines recommend screening all high-risk current and former smokers, HIV-infected persons were not included in these prior studies or guideline recommendations. Therefore, considerable uncertainty exists regarding the appropriateness of lung cancer screening for HIV-infected persons.

The benefits and harms associated with LDCT-based lung cancer screening are unclear for HIV-infected smokers and may differ compared with uninfected persons. HIV-infected individuals may be good candidates for screening because of elevated risk and earlier age of diagnosis of lung cancer. However, despite improved life expectancy, HIV-infected persons can still potentially experience increased mortality compared with uninfected individuals because of complications of chronic HIV infection and elevated risks of comorbid illnesses, and, therefore, may not survive long enough to derive long-term benefits of screening \[[@R1],[@R20],[@R21]\]. Additionally, there are concerns that HIV infection may further exacerbate the harms associated with LDCT-based lung cancer screening by increasing the rate of false-positive screens and/or complications associated with invasive diagnostic testing resulting from positive tests \[[@R22]\].

Thus, effective lung cancer screening eligibility criteria among HIV-infected persons may differ from criteria for uninfected persons. We are the first to address whether lung cancer screening is associated with an overall mortality benefit for those with HIV and to quantify the benefits and harms of lung cancer screening in HIV-infected individuals with CD4^+^ cell count of 500 cells/μl and greater. As a randomized, clinical trial to address this relevant clinical question is very unlikely to be conducted, we adapted a computer-based mathematical model, which was used to inform the USPSTF recommendations on lung cancer screening in the general population, for HIV infection. We integrated currently available short-term trial data with observational data from large HIV cohorts to project long-term consequences. We then estimated the benefits and harms of screening strategies using CMS and alternative screening eligibility criteria to identify the optimal screening strategies for HIV-infected individuals.

Methods
=======

Overview of the Lung Cancer Policy Model
----------------------------------------

The Lung Cancer Policy Model (LCPM) is a comprehensive Monte Carlo microsimulation model of lung cancer development, progression, detection, treatment, and survival \[[@R23],[@R24]\]. The LCPM was created to explore different screening frequencies and smoking eligibility criteria in HIV-uninfected smokers as part of a joint analysis performed by the Cancer Intervention and Surveillance Modeling Network (CISNET) to inform the USPSTF\'s recommendations for lung cancer screening \[[@R25]--[@R27]\].

To modify the LCPM to reflect the unique conditions affecting lung cancer screening for HIV-infected individuals, we used a variety of data sources, including national surveys, the SEER registry linked to Medicare claims, the Kaiser Permanente Northern California (KPNC) HIV Cohort, and the Veterans Aging Cohort Study (VACS) \[[@R4],[@R13],[@R14],[@R16],[@R28]--[@R40]\]. The details of the original LCPM, parameters that were modified to tailor the simulation to HIV-infected persons, and the data sources used for those parameter modifications are described in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and the Appendix.

###### 

Key input parameters and calibration targets for developing a Lung Cancer Policy Model for HIV-infected patients.

  Observed data                                                                                           Definition                                                                                                                                                            Values                                                                                              Sources
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Smoking prevalence (95% CI), %[^a^](#TF1-1){ref-type="table-fn"}^,^[^c^](#TF1-3){ref-type="table-fn"}   Smoking prevalence in HIV-infected population                                                                                                                         Current: 46.5 (43.3--49.8)Former: 17.8 (15.5--20.0)Never: 35.7 (32.5--39.0)                         \[[@R28]\]
  Cigarette smoked per day                                                                                Average packs of cigarettes smoked per day                                                                                                                            31% \<0.5 pack41% between 0.5 and 1 pack17% between one and two packs11% more than two packs        \[[@R4]\]
  Lung cancer treatment response                                                                          Percentage of treated lung cancer patients who responded to treatment                                                                                                 Complete response to front-line chemotherapy: 15%Partial response to front-line chemotherapy: 24%   \[[@R37]\]
  Nonlung cancer mortality rate[^b^](#TF1-2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                         Mortality for causes of death other than lung cancer                                                                                                                  Median survival for HIV-infected persons in 10-year age strata, CD4^+^ cell count                   Primary data from cohorts described in \[[@R13],[@R16],[@R29],[@R30],[@R38]\]
  Mortality rate by ART adherence[^b^](#TF1-2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                       HIV-attributable mortality by ART adherence                                                                                                                           See Appendix                                                                                        \[[@R31],[@R32]\]
  Incidence rate ratio[^c^](#TF1-3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                  Incidence rate of lung cancer for HIV-infected compared with HIV-uninfected                                                                                           1.7 (1.5--2.1)                                                                                      \[[@R14],[@R38],[@R40]\]
  Hazard ratio (risk of death from lung cancer) [^c^](#TF1-3){ref-type="table-fn"}                        Rate of death from lung cancer for HIV-infected compared with HIV-uninfected (hazard ratio for lung cancer mortality for HIV-infected compared with HIV-uninfected)   1.3 (1.2--1.4)                                                                                      \[[@R36]\]
  Lung cancer stage at diagnosis [^d^](#TF1-4){ref-type="table-fn"}                                       Nonsmall cell lung cancer stage at diagnosis                                                                                                                          Stage I: 21%Stage II: 5%Stage IIIA: 13%Stage IIIB: 21%Stage IV: 41%                                 \[[@R14],[@R39]\]
  Histological subtype[^c^](#TF1-3){ref-type="table-fn"}^,^[^d^](#TF1-4){ref-type="table-fn"}             Histological subtype of lung cancer diagnosis                                                                                                                         Adenocarcinoma: 49%Squamous cell carcinoma: 32%Large cell carcinoma: 8%Other: 12%                   \[[@R14],[@R39]\]
  Prevalence of suspicious nodules [^d^](#TF1-4){ref-type="table-fn"}                                     Percentage of patients who showed a positive result from screening LDCT                                                                                               25%                                                                                                 \[[@R33],[@R34]\]

ART, antiretroviral therapy; CI, confidence interval; LDCT. low-dose computed tomography.

^a^The smoking prevalence between 40 and 49 years old.

^b^Model inputs are stratified by CD4^+^ cell count of 201--500 cells/μl and greater than 500 cells/μl.

^c^Indicates observed data that were used as calibration targets. See Appendix Figures 3--5 for the model fits.

^d^The observed data are similar between HIV-infected and uninfected individuals.

Base case population in simulation runs
---------------------------------------

In the base case population, the simulated HIV-infected patients all received ART with 100% treatment adherence and had CD4^+^ cell count of 500 cells/μl and above, as patients with well controlled HIV disease are most likely to be considered as candidates to start cancer screening. The smoking prevalence of the HIV-infected population was informed by a study using nationally representative survey data \[[@R28]\]. For each simulation run, the LCPM followed one million men and one million women with HIV infection from age 40 to death. Our choice of simulation sample size was selected to ensure stable simulation results, not to approximate the prevalence of HIV infection in the United States.

Base case screening scenarios
-----------------------------

For the base case analysis, we first used the LCPM to estimate the health outcomes of a reference scenario where no screening took place. In this no-screening scenario, lung cancers and benign pulmonary nodules could be detected following the development of clinical symptoms or by incidental imaging. Then, we simulated annual LDCT screening for HIV-infected individuals with 12 different screening scenarios based on varying age of screening initiation (45, 50, or 55 years), age of screening termination (72 or 77 years), and cigarette smoking history (20 or 30 pack-years). All scenarios screened former smokers for no more than 15 years since quitting. The CMS screening eligibility criteria was included within the 12 scenarios.

Base case outcomes
------------------

The model generated outputs for the total numbers of screening LDCT exams, false-positive cases, lung cancer cases and deaths, radiation-induced cancers, and life expectancy. All health outcomes are averaged using one million men and one million women with HIV infection from age 40 to death. Potential benefits and harms of each screening scenario were computed relative to the no-screening scenario. Benefits included lung cancer mortality reduction and life-years gained. Harms included number of false-positive results (including from surgery and biopsy), number of overdiagnosed lung cancer cases, and number of radiation-induced cancers. Overdiagnosed cases were estimated as the additional diagnoses in the screening scenarios compared with the no-screening scenario that would have likely had limited negative consequence \[[@R41]\]. Our method of estimating the number of radiation-induced cancers from screening is based on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR) VII report (see Appendix for details) \[[@R42]\]. We compared the trade-offs of harms and benefits of different scenarios using an 'efficiency frontier.' 'Efficient' strategies (collectively, the 'frontier') prevented the greatest number of lung cancer deaths for a given number of screening LDCT exams, the same method applied in our analysis with CISNET that informed USPSTF\'s lung cancer screening recommendations \[[@R26],[@R27]\]. For the base case analysis, we assumed that all patients were receiving ART with 100% treatment adherence. However, the treatment adherence of some patients may eventually drop below 100%. The effect of ART adherence was tested by lowering from 100 to 80%. In the context of ART, 80% adherence means that the patient takes 80% of the prescribed medication. In the hypothetical ART sensitivity analysis, patients remain in a screening program even though their CD4^+^ cell counts fall below 500 cells/μl.

We also performed probabilistic sensitivity analysis to determine the likelihood of the optimal screening strategies remaining on the efficiency frontier as model parameters were varied according to their likely distributions. The uncertainties of the model parameters, including nonlung cancer mortality rate, are addressed in the probabilistic sensitivity analysis. The method and parameter distributions of the probabilistic sensitivity analysis are described in the Appendix.

Results
=======

Comparison between HIV-infected and uninfected persons
------------------------------------------------------

We included simulations for uninfected persons using CMS screening criteria to compare with the HIV-infected population with CD4^+^ cell count of at least 500 cells/μl. The projected lung cancer mortality reductions because of screening with CMS guidelines, whenever averaged over the total population including both screened and unscreened simulated individuals, were 10.8 and 7.7% for uninfected and HIV-infected individuals, respectively. In the subgroup of patients who went through lung cancer screening, the estimations increased to 22.7 and 18.9% for uninfected and HIV-infected individuals, respectively. These results are comparable with the 20% mortality reduction observed in the NLST and are within the 95% confidence intervals reported in that study as shown in Appendix Figure 1. As different screening scenarios will screen different proportions of the total population, lung cancer mortality reductions among screened populations cannot be accurately compared. Therefore, lung cancer specific mortality reduction and life-years gained are shown for the total population.

Comparison of benefits and harms across scenarios
-------------------------------------------------

Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} summarizes the benefits of the 12 screening scenarios. Among all scenarios, screening HIV-infected individuals between ages 45 and 77 with a minimum 20 pack-years yielded the largest lung cancer mortality reduction (14.3%) and required screening the most individuals (34.3%). Eligibility criteria based on the CMS guidelines led to screening 19.4% of the total HIV-infected population and required 240 035 LDCT exams per 100 000 individuals. CMS-based criteria yielded 7.7% lung cancer mortality reduction among the total HIV-infected population and 1128 life-years gained per 100 000 individuals. Screening individuals between ages 55 and 72 with minimum of 30 pack-years required screening the fewest number of individuals (19.1%) and yielded the smallest lung cancer mortality reduction (6.9%). The lung cancer mortality reduction among the current and former HIV-infected smokers was estimated to range between 9.0--19.2% and 6.3--12.1%, respectively.

###### 

Benefits of the screening programs examined in this study with various eligibility criteria.

  Strategy (age-start_stop_pack-years)   Cohort screened (%)   \# Screening LDCT per 100k[^a^](#TF2-1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Screening detected Lung cancer cases per 100k[^a^](#TF2-1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Lung cancer mortality reduction among total population (%)   Lung cancer mortality reduction among current smokers   Lung cancer mortality reduction among former smokers   Life-years gained per 100k[^a^](#TF2-1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  -------------------------------------- --------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------
  Age_45_72_PY20                         34.3                  552 102                                                        813                                                                               13.3                                                         18.1                                                    10.9                                                   2246
  Age_45_72_PY30                         24.1                  388 513                                                        727                                                                               10.5                                                         14.6                                                    8.0                                                    1752
  Age_45_77_PY20                         34.3                  585 621                                                        959                                                                               14.3                                                         19.2                                                    12.1                                                   2359
  Age_45_77_PY30                         24.4                  412 719                                                        860                                                                               11.3                                                         15.6                                                    8.9                                                    1841
  Age_50_72_PY20                         30.9                  420 056                                                        705                                                                               11.3                                                         15.0                                                    9.6                                                    1806
  Age_50_72_PY30                         22.0                  306 173                                                        635                                                                               9.0                                                          12.2                                                    7.4                                                    1414
  Age_50_77_PY20                         30.9                  453 543                                                        850                                                                               12.3                                                         16.2                                                    10.9                                                   1919
  Age_50_77_PY30                         22.3                  330 343                                                        768                                                                               9.8                                                          13.1                                                    8.2                                                    1498
  Age_55_72_PY20                         26.5                  298 133                                                        575                                                                               8.8                                                          11.4                                                    8.1                                                    1361
  Age_55_72_PY30                         19.1                  215 902                                                        520                                                                               6.9                                                          9.0                                                     6.3                                                    1042
  Age_55_77_PY20                         26.5                  331 597                                                        718                                                                               9.9                                                          12.5                                                    9.3                                                    1474
  Age_55_77_PY30 (*CMS*)                 19.4                  240 035                                                        652                                                                               7.7                                                          9.8                                                     7.2                                                    1128

LDCT. low-dose computed tomography.

^a^Numbers are per 100 000 individuals (100k) at age 40 followed to death.

Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} shows the harms associated with each scenario. Screening individuals between ages 55 and 72 years with minimum of 30 pack-years resulted in the fewest overdiagnosed cases (30.6 cases per 100 000 individuals) corresponding to 18.2 and 5.9% overdiagnosed cases among screening-detected and all lung cancers, respectively. The CMS-based eligibility criteria resulted in 34.3 overdiagnosed cases per 100 000 individuals. The most effective mortality reduction strategy (14.3%), screening between ages 45 and 77 years with minimum of 20 pack-years, resulted in the most number of scans (585 621 LDCT exams per 100 000 individuals) and overdiagnosed cases (50.8 cases per 100 000 individuals). The radiation-induced lung and breast cancers were estimated to range to between 6.5--21.1 and 2.6--4.8 per 100 000 individuals, respectively.

###### 

Harms of the screening programs examined in this study with various eligibility criteria.

  Strategy (age-start_stop_pack-years)   Average screening examinations per person screened   Average false-positive results per person screened   Overdiagnosed cases per 100k[^a^](#TF3-1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Overdiagnosis, percentage of screening-detected cases   Overdiagnosis, percentage of all cases   Radiation-induced lung cancers per 100k[^a^](#TF3-1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Radiation-induced breast cancers per 100k[^a^](#TF3-1){ref-type="table-fn"}^,^[^b^](#TF3-2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  -------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Age_45_72_PY20                         16.1                                                 5.9                                                  46.9                                                             20.0                                                    5.8                                      21.1                                                                        4.8
  Age_45_72_PY30                         16.1                                                 5.8                                                  37.6                                                             20.1                                                    5.2                                      15.7                                                                        3.7
  Age_45_77_PY20                         17.1                                                 5.8                                                  50.8                                                             20.4                                                    5.3                                      21.1                                                                        4.8
  Age_45_77_PY30                         16.9                                                 5.7                                                  40.8                                                             20.5                                                    4.7                                      15.9                                                                        3.7
  Age_50_72_PY20                         13.6                                                 5.7                                                  42.1                                                             18.6                                                    6.0                                      13.7                                                                        3.7
  Age_50_72_PY30                         13.9                                                 5.7                                                  34.2                                                             18.9                                                    5.4                                      10.5                                                                        3.1
  Age_50_77_PY20                         14.7                                                 5.7                                                  46.3                                                             19.3                                                    5.5                                      13.7                                                                        3.7
  Age_50_77_PY30                         14.8                                                 5.6                                                  37.8                                                             19.6                                                    4.9                                      10.7                                                                        3.1
  Age_55_72_PY20                         11.3                                                 5.5                                                  36.8                                                             17.6                                                    6.4                                      8.4                                                                         3.0
  Age_55_72_PY30                         11.3                                                 5.5                                                  30.6                                                             18.2                                                    5.9                                      6.5                                                                         2.6
  Age_55_77_PY20                         12.5                                                 5.5                                                  41.3                                                             18.4                                                    5.8                                      8.5                                                                         3.0
  Age_55_77_PY30 (*CMS*)                 12.4                                                 5.6                                                  34.3                                                             19.0                                                    5.3                                      6.6                                                                         2.7

^a^Numbers are per 100 000 individuals (100k) at age 40 followed to death.

^b^The number of radiation-induced breast cancers in female patients.

Evaluation of screening strategies using the efficiency frontier
----------------------------------------------------------------

To determine the optimal screening scenario(s), we used lung cancer mortality reduction and number of screening LDCT exams as the benefit and harm, respectively, to construct the efficiency frontier. This method of determining the optimal screening scenario(s) was used in prior analyses informing the USPSTF\'s lung cancer screening recommendations \[[@R26],[@R27]\]. Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the scenarios on the efficiency frontier, including the CMS screening criteria. The scenarios that include screening from age 50 or 55 until age 77 with a minimum of 20 pack-years were also on the frontier; both were projected to yield superior reduction in lung cancer mortality, but with a higher number of LDCT exams.

![Lung cancer mortality reduction and total screens efficiency frontier for HIV-infected individuals for different screening strategies. Estimated lung cancer mortality reduction from annual LDCT screening of a HIV-infected cohort, for programs with different screening eligibility criteria, including the scenario using the CMS guideline. The black solid circles are the strategies on the frontier. The gray open circles are the strategies below the frontier. CMS, Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services.](aids-32-1333-g001){#F1}

Sensitivity analysis
--------------------

In our model, ART adherence influenced HIV viral suppression. Therefore, we chose our base case to be highly ART adherent and thus virally suppressed, again representative of the clinical population most likely to be considered for screening \[[@R43]\]. To examine the impact of ART adherence, we included model projections of the benefits and harms of lung cancer screening if the ART adherence fell below 100% (80% ART adherence in Appendix Tables 2 and 3). The percentages of cohort screened, numbers of screening LDCT exams, and mortality reduction were similar between the 80 and 100% ART adherence groups. Differences existed in the screening-detected lung cancer cases and life-years gained as HIV-infected patients with a lower ART adherence experienced higher mortality from competing causes of death. Thus, fewer of these patients lived long enough to develop lung cancer. Life-years gained were also diminished because patients with lower ART adherence did not live long enough to accumulate the downstream benefits of early lung cancer detection. Average screening LDCT exams per person screened and overdiagnosis were both lower for patients with 80% adherence rate compared with 100%. However, average false-positive results per person screened and the screening strategies considered efficient were similar between the two groups.

From our probabilistic sensitivity analysis, the probabilities of the strategies being on the frontier are shown in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}. Appendix Figure 6 shows the corresponding scatterplot. Four strategies, including CMS\'s recommendations, have a 100% probability of being on the efficiency frontier, meaning they were efficient in each of the sensitivity analyses. Screening from age 55 to 72 with a minimum of 30 pack-years, which generated a lower mortality reduction and required fewer screening LDCT exams, had a 93.2% probability of being on the efficiency frontier.

###### 

The probability of each strategy being on the frontier.

  Strategy (age-start_stop_pack-years)   Probability of being on the efficiency frontier
  -------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------
  Age_45_72_PY20                         0.0%
  Age_45_72_PY30                         0.0%
  Age_45_77_PY20                         100.0%
  Age_45_77_PY30                         0.0%
  Age_50_72_PY20                         0.0%
  Age_50_72_PY30                         0.0%
  Age_50_77_PY20                         100.0%
  Age_50_77_PY30                         0.0%
  Age_55_72_PY20                         0.0%
  Age_55_72_PY30                         93.2%
  Age_55_77_PY20                         100.0%
  Age_55_77_PY30 (*CMS*)                 100.0%

Discussion
==========

In this study, we are the first to address the clinically relevant question of whether HIV-infected patients with CD4^+^ cell count of 500 cells/μl and above derive overall benefit from lung cancer screening, and whether different eligibility criteria might be more efficient in those with HIV. We tailored the LCPM to HIV-infected individuals using data from the literature and several large, representative HIV cohorts. We incorporated long-term relationships between ART adherence and HIV mortality and used the modified LCPM to estimate the impact of LDCT screening on lung cancer mortality reduction, life-years gained, and other health outcomes in HIV-infected individuals. We found that LDCT screening can provide a similar mortality reduction benefit to HIV-infected and HIV-uninfected patients. Application of CMS criteria for screening was on the efficiency frontier and resulted in reduced mortality and increased life-years gained. Screening from age 45 to 77 with a minimum of 20 pack-years of smoking was also on the frontier and resulted in the greatest life-years gained, yet required the highest number of LDCT scans performed and yielded the highest rate of overdiagnosis. As HIV-infected patients have shorter life expectancy even in the late ART-era, our results indicated that lowering the screening termination age from 77 to 72 might be an alternative way to screen these patients for lung cancer, as this strategy was also on the frontier and produced a similar mortality reduction with fewer LDCT scans obtained. Our findings highlight the importance of considering both benefits and harms of screening in considering optimal screening strategies.

As HIV-infected individuals experience an elevated lung cancer risk, one would expect that lung cancer screening would be beneficial to these patients. However, HIV-infected individuals experience increased risk of competing causes of death compared with uninfected persons, even with improved HIV management. Therefore, for lung cancer screening to be effective among HIV-infected individuals, patients with lung cancer diagnoses need to survive these competing causes of death long enough to experience the benefits of early lung cancer detection. The estimates from our simulation model suggest competing effects of higher lung cancer incidence and lower life expectancy. There are other factors that can also influence the benefits and harms, or overall effectiveness, of screening, such as lung cancer stage, histological subtype at diagnosis, and prevalence of suspicious nodules; these rates are similar between HIV-infected and uninfected individuals \[[@R14],[@R33],[@R34],[@R39]\]. Our estimated overdiagnosis rate from lung cancer screening for HIV-infected patients is close to the reported overdiagnosis rate of 18.5% for uninfected individuals \[[@R41]\]. Our analyses support that lung cancer screening in HIV-infected individuals provides similar lung cancer mortality reduction as does screening in uninfected individuals, representing a notable benefit to this population.

Our estimate for radiation-induced cancers from screening is lower than the estimate of Rampinelli *et al.*\[[@R44]\] because they determined the life-time attributable risk of radiation-induced cancers using Table 12D-1 of the BEIR VII report \[[@R42]\]. However, Table 12D-1 should be used only for individuals with average risk of dying from all causes. HIV-infected smokers have a higher mortality rate and, thus, a higher probability of dying before developing radiation-induced cancers, resulting in fewer radiation-induced cancers. Overall, the number of screening-detected lung cancers far exceeds the number of radiation-induced cancers from LDCT screening.

Limited clinical trial data evaluating lung cancer screening in HIV-infected smokers exist, and it is unlikely that a randomized controlled trial of screening will be conducted with enough power to determine the lung cancer mortality reduction among the HIV-infected population. A recent trial conducted in France reported the results of a single round of LDCT-based lung cancer screening in 442 HIV-infected individuals \[[@R45]\] and found that screening in HIV-infected smokers was feasible and well tolerated, but the study design did not allow for estimation of the long-term benefits and harms of screening. The only other published lung cancer screening trial in HIV-infected persons included 224 participants and showed a lower prevalence of both positive screens and lung cancers diagnosed compared with the NLST. This trial enrolled younger patients (median age 47) with less smoking exposure than did the NLST -- a possible explanation for their findings \[[@R46]\]. Advanced simulation modeling techniques, such as those used in the LCPM, are the most feasible way to inform clinical management and guide policy. Our findings show that lung cancer screening is beneficial to HIV-infected patients and that several potential strategies are efficient. Diverging from the CMS screening criteria results in greater mortality reduction and life-years gained, but at the cost of administering more LDCT scans and increased risk of misdiagnosis.

Our study benefitted from the use of a well validated lung cancer natural history model modified using data from several large, modern HIV cohorts. Our base case is representative of a large proportion of the US HIV-infected population who would be eligible for lung cancer screening. Recent data show greater than 75% US HIV-infected patients in care have viral suppression \[[@R43]\]. However, there are several limitations that warrant specific consideration. First, our estimated benefits and harms are based on a 100% screening adherence rate, as was done in the CISNET analyses that informed the USPSTF recommendations \[[@R26],[@R27]\]. Lung cancer screening at the national level is in an early stage of implementation. Although adherence to LDCT screening was approximately 95% in the NLST, there are currently limited data to inform the screening adherence rate in the real-world setting. A national survey found that adherence rates were 54.6, 69.3, 85.8, and 46.4% in 2010 for colorectal, breast, cervical, and prostate cancer screening for the general population, respectively, and it seems unlikely that lung cancer screening will exceed these rates \[[@R47]\]. Our results, therefore, should be viewed as the best-case scenario for lung cancer screening, as is the case with other modeling work for the HIV-uninfected population. Although a large-scale screening trial among the HIV-infected population may not be feasible, performing smaller trials to gather adherence data, simultaneously for both screening and ART, would provide the necessary estimates to improve the prediction of future simulation studies. Second, we did not exhaustively examine all possible screening eligibility criteria. We simulated 12 different screening scenarios that we believe to provide sufficient clinical information to determine the optimal screening protocol(s) for HIV-infected smokers. Third, competing mortality rates were stratified into current, former, and never smokers, but not stratified by pack-years. Smoking history varies widely within the categories of current and former. To our knowledge, there are no US HIV cohorts that contain smoking quantity data with adequate numbers of participants and follow-ups to create stratified estimates suitable to inform our model. We strongly believe that the data sources and methods by which we obtained our nonlung cancer mortality estimates were adequate for the study purposes, and we have explored the potential uncertainty around those estimates using probabilistic sensitivity analyses. Fourth, our model considered cigarette smoking as the main risk factor for developing lung cancer. We did not account for other lung cancer risk factors, such as cannabis, asbestos, and radon exposure, in the model. We also did not modify lung cancer risk according to CD4^+^ cell count, as there is conflicting data regarding the impact of that exposure (see Appendix). Lastly, there are not sufficient data in the literature to inform the impacts of screening stratified by race and HIV risk profile (e.g. MSM and injection drug use). Thus, we did not include these factors in the current analysis.

In conclusion, lung cancer screening with LDCT among HIV-infected smokers appears to provide similar mortality reduction as in the general population and HIV-infected persons with CD4^+^ cell count of at least 500 cells/μl should be considered candidates for lung cancer screening as programs are implemented. Our study demonstrates that an accepted general population screening regimen, the CMS screening criteria, was an efficient strategy. Screening individuals from ages 45 to 77 with 20 pack-years of smoking history was also efficient and resulted in the greatest life-years gained, but led to the highest number of LDCT scans and cases overdiagnosed. In addition to the current CMS criteria, there are opportunities to decrease mortality and increase life-years gained by moving to other strategies on the efficiency frontier. Future studies should evaluate the cost-effectiveness of these screening strategies, and evaluate the inclusion of validated prognostic indices such as the VACS index \[[@R48]\] to determine the appropriateness of lung cancer screening in HIV-infected persons with comorbid illnesses.
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